an earnings call on his morning calendar is no thrill for dan davies,
who follows banks and other financial firms for Frontline Analysts. “A big onehour gap in the middle of a busy morning where you can’t do anything useful
and your phone line is tied up,” wrote Mr. Davies.
Then there is the call itself. New research by Brunswick gives some credence to
the sense that one call sounds just like the other. A Brunswick study of the earnings-call transcripts of nearly 1,000 companies during the four quarters ended
mid-year 2018 found that nearly all follow the same structure: Introduction, legal
disclaimer, prepared remarks, Q&A session, closing statement. They also feature
the same words, especially predictable ones such as “growth,” “busy,” “new” and
“increase.” Even the number of words spoken is uniform, averaging about 7,000
per call in the transcripts Brunswick studied.
Yet the research did unearth a surprise: Fortune 100 CEOs follow a different
script. The research analyzed three separate groups: Fortune 100 companies, the
remaining 400 companies on the Fortune 500 list, and a random sample of 500
smaller publicly traded companies.
Brunswick found that Fortune 100 CEOs appear less often on quarterly earnings calls than CEOs of smaller companies. Our research found that 11 percent
of Fortune 100 transcripts include no CEO appearance, an absentee rate more
than three times higher than that of smaller companies. Jeff Bezos hasn’t joined
a quarterly earnings call in years. The CEOs of Costco, Exxon and Unilever
have also missed multiple quarters. Another difference: Executives of Fortune
100 companies are less likely than their smaller counterparts to use negative or
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apologetic words such as “sorry,” “issue” or “unfortunate.” One word Fortune 100 leaders do say far
more often: “billion.”
The example of Fortune 100 companies may be
instructive to smaller-company CEOs whose schedules conflict with a particular call, or who simply
prefer to delegate it. On the other hand, smallercompany CEOs may view the earnings call as too important to miss. After all, in what amounts to a mystery, the predictable and typically devoid-of-news
earnings call appears to wield an outsized influence
on company stock. A recent Wharton study looked
at a decade of sharp stock price movements among
S&P 500 companies – more than 20 percent decline
over a 10-day period, relative to peers. It found that
roughly 30 percent of those drops came in “the immediate wake of a quarterly or annual earnings announcement,” making earnings calls by far the most
frequent catalyst of a share-price crisis. It took companies, on average, nearly 93 weeks to recover.
Regulation may help explain why earnings calls
sound so similar and why more CEOs are choosing not to participate. In 2000, the US Securities and
Exchange Commission established Regulation Fair
Disclosure, commonly called Reg FD, which forbids
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publicly traded companies from sharing “material
nonpublic information” with analysts and investors.
The passage of Sarbanes-Oxley in 2002 further regulated what companies could share on the calls. The
result: When asked pointed questions, executives
on earnings calls have to be wary of saying anything
not already publicly available. Many understandably
beat a hasty retreat to well-worn phrases and euphemisms. Such answers may not provide clarity, but at
least they avoid penalties.
While quarterly earnings calls are regulated, they
aren’t legally mandated in the US; since 1934, companies have only been required to file a quarterly
report. Though voluntary, a vast majority of public companies decide to hold earnings calls, seeing
them as an opportunity to clarify their financial
performance and long-term strategy – to provide a
narrative around the numbers. Investors have come
to expect the calls; not holding one is likely to raise
questions and draw attention.
But the regulation of corporate calls doesn’t
handcuff the audience of analysts and investors,
even though research suggests that their questions
and comments are no less predictable. Many analysts
in particular seem to use the calls to ingratiate them-

EARNINGS CALLS FROM THE C-SUITE
JASON GOREVIC, CEO OF TELEDOC,

Over the years, we’ve made a concerted
effort to shift the education discussion
into one-on-one conversations. As a
result, we’ve built a strong dialogue with
the investment community and our earnings calls today increasingly focus on
our strategy, the quarter’s results or
recent news.

a company that provides on-demand
medical care via mobile devices, took his
company public in 2015. He shares advice
and lessons learned.

What advice would you give to
CEOs preparing for their first
earnings call?
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Since these calls aren’t legally
required, why invest the time and
resources to host them?

How have the calls changed since
your first one?

A significant part of our early calls was
spent educating investors and analysts
about the basics of the nascent telehealth industry, as well as our company.
Earnings season is hectic for them, so it’s
important to recognize and respect this.

Earnings calls should be considered one
tool – among many – to connect with
your stakeholders. Interactivity is the
best way to keep earnings calls interesting. Minimize your prepared remarks
and have as much time as possible for
the Q&A, when your stakeholders can
discuss the topics they want to.
Also, remember the earnings calls aren’t
limited to investors. I receive emails from
employees, friends, clients – even family
– after these calls. These calls serve a
large audience, and deserve your time.
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The first thing is determining the key
themes you want to address. Keep
those in mind throughout the process.
It’s easy for these key messages to get
lost amid all the details that inevitably
emerge during your preparations. Keep
it to three key points, which are easy
for your audience to remember. If these
themes are clear in both your script and
your responses to questions, you’ll see
them articulated in research notes and
news stories. A bonus piece of advice:
pre-record your opening remarks a day or
two before the call. This helps you devote
your full energy to interacting with call
participants on earnings day.

selves with management. A common analyst comment to management: “Great quarter, guys.” A 2017
study by professors at Florida International University looked at analysts’ language on a large sample of
quarterly earnings calls and found “great quarter”
spoken more than 3,000 times over the span of a decade and “congratulations” more than 11,800 times.
Over a decades’ worth of calls, more than half featured praise from analysts.
The predictable nature of corporate leaders’ remarks and responses compelled investors and analysts to search for meaning and patterns obscured by
euphemisms and business-speak.
“Analysts and investors are already using algorithmic textual analysis, Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) lie-detection techniques, and more recently,
audio analysis, to seek an edge. That includes text
of shareholder letters, investor day presentations,
management commentary prepared for earnings,
and earnings Q&As,” a 2018 National Investor Relations Institute publication reported. Anastasia A. Zakolyukina, a professor at the University of Chicago’s
Booth School of Business, said in a 2017 interview
that a leader’s tone of voice or intonation might soon
be analyzed, and “even the pause between the question and answer could be predictive.”
It isn’t only shareholders and analysts who are
scrutinizing these words. Research from Columbia
University and Harvard found that “on average, half
of buy-side consumers listening to or reading the
transcript of an earnings call do not hold the firm’s
securities at the time they’re doing so.”
As analysts and investors scrutinize leaders’ words,
they also remain susceptible to their influence. A
2017 study found, for example, that when leaders
use personal pronouns on a call – “I,” “we,” “ours”
– investors are likely to form a more favorable impression, regardless of a company’s results. Another
study by the National Bureau of Economic Research
found that when leaders use vague words – “maybe”
or “probably” – on earnings calls, their stock prices
move less compared with more direct-speaking executives. The effect worked both ways: Vague words
prevented sharp climbs as well as drops.
Analysts and investors occasionally are treated to
a bit of earnings-call color. A recent study by Quartz
looked at the use of expletives on earnings calls between 2007 and 2017 and found them increasingly
common – 2017 being the most profane year of all.
Among the most memorable outbursts: A CEO of a
printing and software company, frustrated by failed
attempts to dial into the call, said “I’m going to shoot
this f*&king system.” u

THE QUARTERLY EARNINGS REPORT
DITCHING THE SCRIPT
In a 2001 earnings call,
Enron CEO Jeffrey
Skilling fielded a
remark from Richard
Grubman of Highfields
Capital Management,
a known short-seller of
Enron stock.
“You’re the only
financial institution
that can't come up with
balance sheet or cash
flow statement after
earnings,” Mr. Grubman said, after hearing
the company wouldn’t
release financial metrics
he’d requested.
“Well, thank you very
much, we appreciate
that,” Mr. Skilling said,
before adding, audibly,
“Asshole.” Eight months
later Enron filed for
bankruptcy.
During an earnings call
in 2014, investors in
a small Philadelphiabased company called
WPCS International
asked management how
many new shares had
been issued. Neither
the CFO nor CEO could
provide an answer.
Speaking to the CEO,
the CFO said, “We need
to end this call.” The
share price ended the
day down 48 percent.

WHY?

the merit of quarterly reporting is far from
settled, despite 85 years as a legal requirement in
the US. Even President Trump has weighed in. In an
August 18 tweet, he said, “In speaking with some of
the world’s top business leaders I asked what it is
that would make business (jobs) even better in the
U.S. ‘Stop quarterly reporting & go to a six month
system,’ said one. That would allow greater flexibility
& save money. I have asked the SEC to study.”
It later emerged that the “one” Mr. Trump quoted
was PepsiCo CEO Indra Nooyi, who was voicing a
sentiment shared by many business leaders, including BlackRock’s Larry Fink, JPMorgan’s Jamie Dimon
and Berkshire Hathaway’s Warren Buffett.
These leaders believe quarterly forecasts encourage short-termism. Investors react, if not overreact,
when quarterly forecasts are missed – or even when
they’re met, incentivizing corporate leaders to focus
on short-term targets rather than long-term growth.
While quarterly earnings calls and quarterly
guidance are often lumped together, Messers. Buffett and Dimon clarified in a WSJ op-ed that their
views “should not be misconstrued as opposition
to quarterly and annual reporting.” The pair remain
in favor of the transparency that these reports and
calls encourage, just not the quarterly guidance and
forecasting that so many investors fixate on.
Some argue that Messrs. Buffett’s and Dimon’s
changes would only mark a modest improvement;
leaders being judged every six months rather than
three. Others argue that changing the requirements
would have no impact at all, as analysts and investors would pressure companies to continue reporting
and forecasting on a quarterly basis regardless.
There is precedent for a country reducing its
reporting requirements. In 2014, after seven years of
mandating quarterly reporting, the UK changed to
a biannual schedule – the standard common across
most markets today, including the EU, Hong Kong,
Singapore and Shanghai. Shivaram Rajgopal, Vice
Dean of Research at Columbia Business School,
studied the effects of the reporting changes on UK
companies. “Moving away from quarterly reporting
did not end corporate short-termism and earnings
management,” Mr. Rajgopal wrote. Despite the shift,
many UK companies still choose to report more
regularly: as of September 2017, 57 of the FTSE 100
issued quarterly reports.
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In a 2013 call, analyst
Mike Mayo asked
JPMorgan CEO Jamie
Dimon if he was worried
about losing high-net
worth customers to
UBS, which at the
time boasted higher
capital ratios. Mr. Dimon
responded:“So you
would go to UBS and not
JPMorgan?”
“I didn’t say that.
That’s their argument.”
Laughing, Mr. Dimon
said, “That’s why I’m
richer than you.”
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